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Sodium is one of the most abundant ions

in the body. Here, Ferré et al. provide

evidence that this ion binds the ghrelin

receptor and, by doing so, negatively

impacts its signaling properties through

an allosteric mechanism. As such,

sodium could be a central player in

ghrelin signaling.
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SUMMARY
The functional properties of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are intimately associatedwith the different
components in their cellular environment. Among them, sodium ions have been proposed to play a substan-
tial role as endogenous allosteric modulators of GPCR-mediated signaling. However, this sodium effect and
the underlying mechanisms are still unclear for most GPCRs. Here, we identified sodium as a negative allo-
steric modulator of the ghrelin receptor GHSR (growth hormone secretagogue receptor). Combining 23Na-
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), molecular dynamics, and mutagenesis, we provide evidence that, in
GHSR, sodium binds to the allosteric site conserved in class A GPCRs. We further leveraged spectroscopic
and functional assays to show that sodium binding shifts the conformational equilibrium toward the GHSR-
inactive ensemble, thereby decreasing basal and agonist-induced receptor-catalyzed G protein activation.
All together, these data point to sodium as an allosteric modulator of GHSR, making this ion an integral
component of the ghrelin signaling machinery.
INTRODUCTION

G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are major players in most

cell communication events.1 Experimental and computational

strategies aimed at exploring receptor dynamics point to a

model where the control of signaling relies on the conformational

plasticity of GPCRs.2,3 In this model, receptors explore complex

energy landscapes populated by multiple conformational states

with distinct functional properties with respect to their down-

stream effectors. Beside orthosteric ligands, endogenous

allosteric modulators—lipids, ions, oligomerization partners,

intracellular proteins—regulate the distribution of the different

states in the conformational ensemble and, as a consequence,

the final signaling output.4

Sodium is one of the most abundant ions in the human body,

where concentration is dynamically regulated.5 Sodium is essen-

tial for cell energetics, homeostasis, neural function, and many

other crucial physiological processes.5 From the early stages

of GPCR pharmacology, this ion has been identified as a nega-

tive allosteric modulator of agonist binding to opioid receptors.6

Since then, the role of sodium has been shown to be more gen-

eral and to affect the pharmacological profile of several GPCRs.7

High-resolution crystal structures of class A GPCRs and muta-

genesis studies have provided a molecular basis to these obser-

vations by revealing the occurrence of a binding site where highly

conserved residues—D2x50 (GPCRdb numbering8), S/T3x39,
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
W6x48, and N7x49—coordinate sodium.9 Sodium binding to

this site was further proposed to stabilize the receptor inactive

conformation.10 Based on these observations, a model was pro-

posed to account for the impact of sodium ions on GPCR activa-

tion.11 In this model, Na+ would enter from the solvent in the

extracellular part of the receptor, bind the allosteric site, and,

by doing so, stabilize the receptor inactive state, thereby

decreasing receptor basal activity. Upon agonist binding, the so-

dium-binding site would collapse, promoting a directional Na+

release into the cytoplasm because of both the membrane po-

tential and a sodium concentration gradient. As such, Na+ trans-

fer would participate in agonist-dependent receptor activation.

Here, we investigated the role of sodium ions in modulating the

activity of the ghrelin receptor. Ghrelin is a gastrointestinal peptide

hormone that exerts a wide range of biological effects through a

single class A GPCR, the growth hormone secretagogue receptor

(GHSR).12 To the best of our knowledge, regulation of functional

and structural dynamics by sodium has never been demonstrated

for GHSR. In contrast to other GPCRs, sodium is not observed in

the crystal structure of the antagonist-bound GHSR.13 However,

this is certainly due to the fact that one of the conserved potential

sodium-binding residues, T1303.39 (superscript indicates Balles-

teros and Weinstein numbering14), was mutated to increase re-

ceptor stability for crystallization purposes. Here, we used a

combination of experimental and computational methods to

investigate potential interactions of GHSR with sodium and their
Cell Reports 42, 112320, April 25, 2023 ª 2023 The Authors. 1
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Figure 1. Sodium binding to GHSR as probed by 23Na-NMR

Relaxation rates of 23Na, R2-R1, as a function of NaCl concentration for the apo

wild-type GHSR (two replicates) and its D892.50A, T1303.39A double mutant.

Empty MSP1E3D1:POPC:POPG nanodiscs were used as a negative control.
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consequences on receptor conformational dynamics and phar-

macological properties. We demonstrated that sodium ions bind

to the receptor isolated in lipid nanodiscs and that this binding

is abrogated by mutations in the canonical sodium-binding site.

Sodium binding is accompanied by a modulation of the receptor

conformational equilibria and, thereby, of its efficacy at activating

G proteins. Altogether, this provides direct evidence for sodium

binding and how it impacts the conformational ensemble of

GHSR isolated in a lipid environment as a representative member

of the b-branch of rhodopsin-like GPCRs in which sodium effects

are much less studied.
RESULTS

Sodium binding to GHSR
We first examined sodium binding in vitro using 23Na-nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) with monomeric GHSR purified

and inserted into lipid nanodiscs. This method allows a direct

assessment of sodium binding by measuring the relaxation rates

(R2 and R1) as a function of ion concentration (see STAR

Methods). A major issue in these experiments is the potential

contribution from non-specific binding events, as the typical Kd

value for the GPCR sodium-binding sites is high and may be

close to the non-specific binding constants for lipid surfaces

(Figure S1).We thus developed aworkflow to suppress these un-

desired contributions and quantitatively assess sodium binding

(see STAR Methods). In particular, we used nanodiscs with

less negatively charged lipids compared with our previous

work (POPC:POPG molar ratio of 4:1 instead of 3:2). Besides,

the NMRmeasurements were carried out in a buffer at high ionic

strength yet essentially devoid of sodium or potassium ions

(HEPES/tri-ethyl ammonium [TEA]). TEA is a bulky organic cation

that has little chance to compete with sodium for its binding site.

As shown in Figure 1, we measured a negligible effect of

non-specific binding to empty nanodiscs under such conditions.
2 Cell Reports 42, 112320, April 25, 2023
We then titrated the apo receptor in lipid nanodiscs with

increasing amounts of sodium chloride and measured the so-

dium R2 and R1 relaxation rates for each concentration. Fitting

R2-R1 as a function of sodium chloride concentration by a sin-

gle-site binding equation (see STAR Methods) provided a Kd

value of 43.5 ± 10.7 mM (Figure 1). These data show that sodium

binds to GHSR, in a transient but specific manner, with a disso-

ciation constant in the 40 mM range.

We then combined site-directed mutagenesis with 23Na-NMR

to assess whether the canonical site found in class A GPCRs

could also be responsible for Na+ binding to GHSR. A stated

above, this canonical site is formed by the highly conserved res-

idues D2x50, S/T3x39, W6x48, and N7x49.9 W2766.48 could not

be mutated in GHSR because replacing this highly conserved

tryptophan significantly decreased both constitutive and

agonist-induced G protein activation (Figure S2), in agreement

with previous reports in the literature.15,16 This indicates that

this substitution likely affects the fold and/or the activation

mechanism of GHSR, consistent with the central role of

W2766.48 in GHSR activation.17 As such, it would render any ef-

fect on sodium binding inconclusive. To be noted, W2766.48 was

substituted here by an Ala, as this mutation had been already

described in the literature, but other substitutions have been

shown to lead to a similar phenotype.15 N3197.49 could not be

modified either, as replacing it with an Ala abolished the ability

of the isolated receptor to activate its cognate G protein both

in an agonist-independent and -dependent manner (Figure S2).

This is in line with the fact that this residue belongs to the

conserved NPxxY motif, a motif that has been shown to be

directly involved in GHSR activation and coupling to G pro-

teins.17 Hence, we mutated D892.50 and T1303.39 only to ala-

nines. The resulting D892.50A, T1303.39A mutant of GHSR was

functional with regard to Gq activation and conformational equi-

libria (see below). We then titrated the mutant apo receptor in

lipid nanodiscs with increasing amounts of sodium under the

same conditions as those used for the wild type GHSR. As

shown in Figure 1, essentially no binding of Na+ was observed

with the D892.50A, T1303.39Amutant whenmeasuring the sodium

R2 and R1 relaxation rates for each concentration. As the 23Na-

NMR experiments do not directly show where sodium binds,

we cannot exclude at this stage an allosteric effect of the muta-

tions that would indirectly affect sodium binding. This result

nevertheless strongly points to D892.50 and T1303.39 as central

components of sodium binding in GHSR, indicating that the

conserved Na+-binding site is also certainly present in GHSR

and could be responsible for sodium binding to this receptor.

To be noted, by offering to sodium ions the same environment

for non-specific binding, the D892.50A, T1303.39A double mutant

also provides a good negative control to ensure that the R2 relax-

ation rate changes observed with the wild-type receptor were

indeed due to specific binding events.

Sodium-binding pathway
To get a three-dimensional framework for sodium binding to

GHSR, we then analyzed this process in silico using all-atommo-

lecular dynamics (MD) simulations, starting from the crystal

structure of GHSR in its antagonist-bound state.13 For these sim-

ulations, the T1303.39K mutation introduced in the construct



Figure 2. Sodium binding to GHSR

(A) Graphical representation for each MD simulation of the computed distance between Na+ ions and D892.50 of GHSR . The dotted line corresponds to zero

values for both x and y axes.

(B) Temporal description of the participation of GHSR residues to sodium binding for one replica (see Figure S3 for the other replicas). The distance of a residue to

sodiumwas determined by the minimal distance of their non-hydrogen atoms to the ion. Distances are shown as different tonalities of green, with close proximity

shown in dark green and larger distances in light green.
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used for crystallization was reverted, as the 23Na-NMR data indi-

cate that this residue likely participates in ion binding, consistent

with its role as part of the conserved sodium site in class A

GPCRs (Figure S3A). As a control, equivalent MD simulations

were performed on the dopamine receptor D2R (Figure S3B),

where sodium had been shown to bind.18 The root-mean-square

deviation (RMSD) curves show that a stable conformation was

reached in each replica for both receptors during several hun-

dreds of nanoseconds (Figure S3C). Consistent with the 23Na-

NMR data, the MD simulations showed spontaneous binding

of sodium to its allosteric site in GHSR, close to D892.50, in four

out of five simulations (Figure 2). Such a binding always occurred

from the extracellular side of the receptor (see Video S1). In one

of the simulations, however, sodium stabilized in an upper posi-

tion, at a distance of 12 Å from D892.50 (Figure 2A).

To better understand how Na+ transits from the bulk to its allo-

steric site in GHSR, we analyzed its interactions with the receptor

residues as a function of time. As shown in Figure 2B (see Fig-

ure S3D for all replicas), the sodium ion made a pause in the or-

thosteric site of the receptor, establishing contacts with several

residues that are involved in ghrelin binding (e.g., D992.60,

Q1203.29, E1243.33),17 and lying, with marginal frequency, close

to R1022.63 and R2836.55, two residues that are also part of the

ghrelin-binding pocket.17 After this first step, Na+ shifted deeper

into the receptor to reach its final position close to residues

D892.50, T1303.39, and N3197.49. The observation that D892.50

and T1303.39 would participate in sodium binding is fully consis-

tent with our NMR and mutagenesis data. Once bound, the

sodium ion kept its position in all replicas and had the same inter-

action pattern with GHSR, except in replica 1, along which we

observed two unbinding events around 725 and 925 ns. To be

noted, the transition between the orthosteric and allosteric sites
appeared to be less frequent with GHSR than with the control re-

ceptor, D2R (Figure S3), thereby slowing down the binding

events of sodium into its allosteric site. This could be related to

the presence of hydrophobic residues, in particular F3127.42,

along the sodium-binding pathway in GHSR, as in D2R, a glycine

occupies the same position. Indeed, the occurrence of a hydro-

phobic barrier has been proposed to control the egress of Na+ to

its allosteric site (see discussion).19

Sodium binding impacts receptor and G protein
activation
To assess whether sodium binding to GHSR was accompanied

by a change in the receptor pharmacological profile, we then

investigated the agonist-binding properties of the isolated re-

ceptor in the absence or presence of sodium ions. As shown in

Figure 3A, Na+ affected the binding of ghrelin to the isolated re-

ceptor in nanodiscs. Namely, GHSR displayed a ca. 8-fold lower

affinity for the labeled ghrelin peptide in the presence of NaCl,

consistent with previous results in the literature showing that so-

dium decreases the affinity of GPCRs for their agonist.7

Although, as stated above, an allosteric effect of the mutations

cannot be excluded, this is nevertheless likely the result of so-

diumbinding to its allosteric site, as theD892.50A, T1303.39A dou-

ble mutant bound ghrelin with essentially the same high affinity

whether Na+ was present or not (Figure 3B). To be noted, no ma-

jor effect of sodium on ghrelin binding was observed with the

D892.50A and T1303.39A single mutants either, at least in the

NaCl concentration range we used (Figure S4A). This indicates

each of these residues is likely central to sodium binding.

We then investigated G protein activation by GHSR in lipid

nanodiscs in the absence or the presence of sodium ions.

Without sodium, apo GHSR triggered a significant GTP turnover
Cell Reports 42, 112320, April 25, 2023 3



Figure 3. Sodium binding affects receptor pharmacological profile

(A and B) Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-monitored ghrelin binding to wild-type GHSR (A) or to its D892.50A, T1303.39A double mutant (B) in the

absence or presence of 250 mM Na+.

(C and D) GTP turnover for Gq-catalyzed by wild-typeGHSR (C) or its D892.50A, T1303.39A double mutant (D) in the absence or presence of 250mMNa+ and in the

absence of ligand or in the presence of 10 mM JMV3011 (neutral antagonist), MK0677 (full agonist), or SPA (inverse agonist). The signal was normalized to that

obtained for the isolated G protein in the presence of empty nanodiscs.

In all cases, data are mean ± SD of three experiments. Statistical values were obtained bymeans of unpaired Student’s t test (*0.01 < p < 0.05, **0.001 < p < 0.01).
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on theGq protein, in agreement with its constitutive activity in the

Gq pathway. The full agonist MK0677 increased GTP turnover,

as indicated by the decrease in free GTP, whereas the inverse

agonist SPA decreased GTP turnover (Figure 3C). The neutral

antagonist JMV3011 had no impact on basal GTP turnover (Fig-

ure 3C). In all cases, the presence of sodiumwas associatedwith

a decrease in GTP turnover (Figure 3C), with a larger amplitude

for the agonist-stimulated effect. In contrast, no significant

impact of sodiumwas observed for the D892.50A, T1303.39A dou-

ble mutant (Figure 3D), indicating that the effect of sodium on

GTP turnover could result from its binding to the receptor. In

the same way, no major effect was observed with the D892.50A

and T1303.39A single mutants (Figure S4B). Altogether, these re-

sults indicate that binding of sodium to GHSR allosterically

decreases its efficacy at activating Gq.

To further illuminate the mechanism involved in the effect of

sodium binding on GHSR functioning, we explored the impact

of this ion on the conformational features of the isolated receptor

in lipid nanodiscs using monobromobimane (MB) fluorescence
4 Cell Reports 42, 112320, April 25, 2023
spectroscopy. To this end, MB was attached to C2556.27 in the

cytoplasmic end of TM6. When MB is located at this position,

changes in its emission properties primarily report on the move-

ments of TM6 associated with receptor activation.20 In the

absence of sodium, the binding of the full agonist MK0677 was

associated with a significant change in MB emission, with a

decrease in the emission intensity and a redshift in the maximum

emission wavelength lmax (Figures 4A and 4B). In the presence

of sodium, the change in maximum emission intensity and wave-

length was of lower amplitude, both in the absence of ligand and

in the presence of MK0677 (Figures 4A and 4B). As in the case of

GTP turnover, the effect was of significantly lower amplitude in

the absence of ligand than in the presence of MK0677. In

contrast, no relevant effect was observed with the D892.50A,

T1303.39A double mutant (Figure 4B) nor with the D892.50A and

T1303.39A single mutants (Figure S4C). Altogether, these data

suggest that sodium allosterically shifts the equilibrium away

from the agonist-stabilized active state of GHSR and toward its

inactive conformational ensemble.



Figure 4. Sodium binding affects receptor conformation

(A) MB emission spectra of GHSR in the absence or presence of 250 mM Na+, in the absence of ligand, or in the presence of 10 mMMK0677. The spectra were

normalized to that of the apo receptor in the presence of sodium.

(B) Changes in lmax inferred from the MB emission spectra.

Data in (B) are mean ± SD of three experiments. Statistical values were obtained by means of unpaired Student’s t test (*0.01 < p < 0.05, **0.001 < p < 0.01).
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DISCUSSION

Combining 23Na-NMR, fluorescence measurements, functional

assays, and MD, we demonstrated here that sodium ions could

act as negative allosteric modulators of the ghrelin receptor.

Specifically, our data suggest amechanismwhere sodiumwould

bind to the conserved allosteric site in the ghrelin receptor

through a well-defined pathway and, by doing so, would limit ex-

cursions to the receptor active state, thereby decreasing its abil-

ity to catalyze G protein activation.
23Na-NMR has long been used to characterize sodium binding

to biomolecules and to determine dissociation constants in the

10 to 100 mM range.21 However, to the best of our knowledge,

it has been used only once with GPCRs, in a study demon-

strating sodium binding to solubilized A2AAR in LMNG-CHS mi-

celles.10 Using this method, we demonstrated here that GHSR in

lipid nanodiscs binds sodiumwith an affinity in the 40 mM range,

a value close to that reported for A2AAR in the above-mentioned

analyses. Kd values in a similar rangewere also indirectly inferred

from the effect of Na+ on the functional properties of several

other class A GPCRs.7 To be noted, such an affinity value could

lead to transiently sodium-occupied states if the on rate is diffu-

sion limited. In this respect, an average residence time for Na+ of

480 ms was reported for the ligand-free A2AR in detergent mi-

celles.10 However, the on rate of sodium binding is likely to be

influenced by different features in the cell environment such as

the concentration gradient and membrane potential,11 all fea-

tures nanodiscs and detergents do not recapitulate.

Besides pointing at the residues that might be involved in so-

dium binding, the all-atom simulations delineate the possible

sodium-binding pathway and suggest a particular role for hy-

drophobic residues along this pathway in the egress of sodium

to its allosteric site. The exact role of these residues is still to be

assessed, however, as sodium access is also likely influenced
by dynamic fluctuations of the protonation states of Asp, Glu,

His, and Gln residues along the binding pathway. However,

this is reminiscent of a recent analysis of Na+ interaction with

conserved orthosteric and allosteric residues in multiple

GPCR simulations that led to the classification of the receptors

into three different groups depending on their sodium-binding

behavior.19 The first one shows high sodium interaction fre-

quencies with both the allosteric and orthosteric site. The sec-

ond one shows marginal interaction frequency with Dx2.50

because of a hydrophobic barrier that hampers Na+ passage

from the orthosteric to the allosteric site. In the last group,

Na+ shows no or few contacts with the residues in the allosteric

site. Based on these considerations, GHSR could fall into

group II.

In addition to directly demonstrate the binding of sodium ions

to GHSR, our data indicate that such binding is accompanied by

a decrease in the affinity for the agonist and a negative effect on

receptor-catalyzed G protein activation, probably because of a

smaller shift of the conformational equilibrium toward the active

state of GHSR when sodium is bound. Hence, a possible mech-

anism would be that bound sodium prevents excursions to the

agonist-activated state and/or decreases the time the receptor

spends in this activated state, thereby playing the role of a nega-

tive allosteric modulator of ghrelin-dependent GHSR activation.

A similar conclusion was reached from 19F-NMR measurements

with the isolated A2AAR in detergent micelles. Indeed, the addi-

tion of sodium to the apo receptor shifted the equilibrium toward

the inactive conformational ensemble of A2AAR at the expense of

the active one.10 To be noted, both agonist-stimulated and

constitutive G protein activation were affected here by Na+ bind-

ing. This is in contrast to several results in the literature reporting

that the presence of sodium reduces the basal activity of GPCRs

but enhances agonist-stimulated responses.7 A mechanism has

been proposed to explain this behavior that relies on the
Cell Reports 42, 112320, April 25, 2023 5
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occurrence of a sodium gradient concentration and amembrane

potential.11 In this model, the movements of the transmembrane

domains associated with agonist-induced receptor activation

would lead to sodium release from its site. Because of this ion

concentration gradient and membrane electrostatic potential,

unbound sodium would exclusively exit toward the cytoplasmic

compartment. This transmembrane transfer of sodium would

lower the energy barrier for receptor activation and thus facilitate

agonist-induced signaling. This directional Na+ displacement

would also affect the protonation state of Dx2.50, which could

also impact on receptor activation.22 Although it cannot be

excluded that the decrease in agonist-induced G protein activa-

tion upon Na+ binding we observe with GHSR is a particular

feature of this receptor, an alternative, possible explanation

could nevertheless be related to the fact that there is no

compartmentalization, and therefore no possible concentration

gradient, when using nanodiscs instead of a cell-based system.

In addition, the membrane in these discs is neither polarized nor

asymmetric. Taken together, this could blunt the impact of the

directional ion transfer, revealing only the direct effect of sodium

binding on the GHSR conformational ensemble.

In closing, our observations raise the question of whether

ghrelin receptor activation and sodium translocation are coupled

processes with a physiological impact. GPCRs are subject to

spatiotemporal changes in the salt concentration of their imme-

diate environment, and this may therefore impact on their

signaling properties. Besides, the Kd value of sodium binding

to GHSR is in the same range as the physiological sodium con-

centrations.5 Hence, any change in the local sodium concentra-

tion could change the binding status of Na+ ions and conse-

quently both the basal activity of GHSR and its response to

ghrelin binding. In this model, sodium ions would therefore be

an integral part of the allosteric network responsible for ghrelin

signaling regulation.

Limitations of the study
These studieswere carried outwith a purified receptor isolated in

an open model membrane system, lipid nanodiscs. As such,

they recapitulate the direct effects of sodium binding on GHSR

molecular features but do not take into account the impact of

some specific features of the cellular environment such as

compartmentalization, membrane potential, and bilayer asym-

metry that all are to modulate the effect of Na+ on signaling.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

This study used the following cell line: E. coli BL21(DE3) (Sigma-Aldrich).

METHOD DETAILS

Production of GHSR
Human GHSR and its mutants were expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) inclusion bodies as a fusion protein with the a5 integrin frag-

ment.24 After thrombin cleavage, the receptor was folded in amphipol A8-35 from an SDS-unfolded state and then A8-35 was

exchanged to n-Dodecyl-b-D-Maltopyranoside (b-DDM).24 For reconstitution into nanodiscs, the His-tagged receptor in 25 mM

HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM b-DDM was first batch-bound onto a pre-equilibrated Ni-NTA superflow resin at a protein-to-resin

ratio of about 0.2 mg of receptor per mL of slurry. The slurry was then mixed with 10 mMof JMV3011, and with MSP1E3D1(�) and a

POPC:POPG (4:1 molar ratio) mixture at a 0.1:1:75 receptor:MSP:lipid ratio, with the receptor still immobilized on the Ni-NTA ma-

trix. After 1h incubation at 4�C, polystyrene beads (Bio-Beads SM-2) were added at an 80% (w/v) ratio and incubated under

smooth stirring for 4 hours at 4�C. The resin was then extensively washed with a 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM

JMV3011 buffer and the His-tagged receptor eluted with the same buffer containing 200 mM imidazole. After extensive dialysis

in a 25 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 7.5 buffer, active receptor fractions were purified using affinity chromatog-

raphy. To this end, the receptor in lipid discs was loaded on a streptavidin-agarose column where biotinylated JMV2959 had been

bound. After washing with 25 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mMNaCl, pH 7.4, the bound proteins were recovered by washing the column with

the same buffer containing 1mMof the low affinity JMV4183 antagonist. The latter was removed through extensive dialysis against

a 100 mM TEA-Cl, pH 7.4 buffer. Homogeneous fractions of GHSR-containing discs were finally obtained through a size-exclusion

chromatography step on an S200 increase column (10/300 GL) using the same 100 mM TEA-Cl, pH 7.4 buffer as the eluent. Using
23Na NMR, we could estimate the amount of residual sodium in the TEA buffer by plotting the intensity of the sodium peak as a

function of NaCl concentration. The value thus obtained was below 1mM. Taking into account an affinity value of GHSR for sodium

ions in the 40 mM range, this amount of Na should not dramatically impact our observations on the effect of sodium on GHSR

functioning.

23Na-NMR measurements
23Na-NMR spectra were acquired on a 500-MHz Bruker Avance spectrometer, using a 5 mm broadband probe, with deuterium

lock, that was tuned to the 23Na frequency of 132.256 MHz. The temperature of the sample was maintained at 278K ± 0.1 K

with a Bruker variable temperature unit and calibrated from a methanol reference sample. The 200 mL samples were prepared

in 3 mm NMR tubes. The 23Na p/2 pulses had a length of 13 ms and were applied at the exact sodium resonance frequency.

The dwell time was 49 ms, and 8k data point were acquired, for a total acquisition time of 400 ms (i.e., above 10xT1). An additional

inter-scan delay was set to 500 ms for the T1 measurements, in order to allow for a complete recovery of magnetization. The num-

ber of scans was 6144 for the lower sodium concentration (3 mM), giving a signal to noise ratio superior to 100. For higher sodium

concentrations, the number of scans was reduced while maintaining the signal to noise ratio to 200 (for NaCl = 10 mM) or higher.

For each sample, a 1D 23Na spectrumwas recorded and the absolute signal intensity was determined in order to accurately correct

sodium concentration by fitting expected and observed intensities. Indeed, in some cases, residual sodium from the buffers may

modify the smaller sodium concentrations. T1 relaxation timesweremeasured using a standard inversion recovery pulse sequence

with a compositep pulse (p/2)x –py – (p/2)x. Ten relaxation delays were acquired: 10 ms and 1, 2, 4, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100 and 500ms.

T2 relaxations times were measured with standard CPMG experiments at 500 Hz CPMG frequency. Ten relaxation delays were

acquired: 6.5 ms and 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 28, 36, 44 and 60 ms. The total experimental time for one titration (1D spectrum, T1 and

T2 measurement at five sodium concentrations) was 24 hours. The relaxation decays were fitted by mono-exponentials using

the Bruker topspin relaxation module. Relative standard errors (dT/T) for the fittings of T1s and T2s were lower than ±0.05% in

all cases. Based on three independent measurements, the relative standard deviation on T1, T2, R1 and R2 was estimated

to ±0.3%. For every binding curve analyses, T1 and T2 were measured at five NaCl concentrations: 3, 10, 30, 100 and 400 mM.

These concentrations were chosen to encompass the expected Kd value of about 40 mM, based on previous data with

A2AR.
10 The lower limit of 3 mM was chosen for sensitivity reasons and the higher limit of 400 mM because we observed an

increasing role of non-specific binding above 500 mM and because very high salt concentrations may have an adverse effect

on the receptor and/or nanodiscs stability. After measuring the 3 mM concentration point, the sodium concentration was

increased by adding a few microliters of NaCl buffer solution prepared with the same H2O/D2O ratio of 91/9. This was important

since the D2O proportion affects viscosity, and thus T1 and T2, in a significant manner. The receptor concentration was recalcu-

lated for each sample by considering the dilution factor. Although R1 and R2 measurement are quite accurate, it may be noted that

the uncertainty on Kd remains substantial (25%). This is because two unknown parameters in addition to the Kd have to be fitted

(Rns and k, see below), and because the binding curve has a very simple shape. Adding more concentration points would only

slightly improve the accuracy at the expense of the experimental time; the five chosen sodium concentrations thus appeared

to be an optimum compromise.
10 Cell Reports 42, 112320, April 25, 2023
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Theory of sodium relaxation
The theory of sodium quadrupolar relaxation is thoroughly described in the review of D. Woessner,28 and briefly summarized here.

The NMR relaxation times of spin 3/2 nuclei are determined mainly by the interaction between the nuclear electric quadrupole

moment eQ and the electric field gradients at the nucleus. The longitudinal (R1) and transverse (R2) relaxation rates are given by

the following expressions:

R1 =

�
1

5

�
$ A$ ðJ1ðu0Þ + 4J2ð2u0ÞÞ
R2 =

�
1

10

�
$A$ ð3J0ð0Þ + 5J1ðu0Þ + 2J2ð2u0ÞÞ

where Jn(u0) = tc/(1 + n2u0
2tc

2) are the spectral density function values at the sodium Larmor frequency u0; tc is the correlation time

that gives the time scale of the fluctuations in the quadrupole interaction due to rotational diffusion of sodium ions, and A = 2.s2, with

s2 the mean square of the angular quadrupole frequency (Af = 4.8 1012 s�2 for free sodium in water solution,28 u0 = 8.31 108 rd/s).

Sodium ions exchange rapidly between a bound and a free state, so that the relaxation rates are weighted averages between their

value in the free (f) and bound (b) forms. Hence:

R = xfRf + xb Rb;

where xf and xb are the free- and bound-sodium fractions, and Rf and Rb are the free and bound relaxation rates.

For free sodium in solution, tc x 4 ps,28 u0tc << 1, Jn(u0) x tc, so that

R1 = R2xAf$tc; thus
R1 = xf $Af $ tf +

�
1

5

�
$ xb $Ab$ðJ1bðu0Þ + 4J2bð2u0ÞÞ
R2 = xf $Af $ tf +

�
1

10

�
$ xb $Ab$ð3J0bð0Þ + 5J1bðu0Þ + 2J2bð2u0ÞÞ

Note that the A value may be different in the free and bound states due to different coordination of sodium ions, and thus different

quadrupole moments.

Measuring both R1 and R2 to calculate the difference R2 – R1 allows us to eliminate the contribution from the free state, which may

vary over the course of sodium titrations due to changes in viscosity (Figure 1 in Woessner28).

R2 � R1 = xb $Ab

��
3

10

�
$ ðJ0bð0Þ + J1bðu0Þ � 2J2bð2u0ÞÞ

�
= k$xb

This expression shows that R2 - R1 is proportional to the bound fraction xb, so that the sodium titration of a receptor allows us to

extract the binding constant, even though Ab and tb, and thus the proportionality constant k x (3/10).Ab.tb, are not known.

In practice, the receptor (typically at 10 mM) is titrated with increasing concentrations of sodium (from 3 mM to 400 mM), and the

sodiumR2 andR1 relaxation rates aremeasured for each sodium concentration. The resulting R2 - R1 = f([Na+]) curve are then fitted by

a single site binding equation:

Na+ +R % ðNa+ -RÞ
R2 � R1 = k $

1
2

�
ðKd + x+ c0Þ �

h
ðKd + x+ c0Þ2 � 4$x$c0

i1 =

2
�

x
� 1

2

�
ðKd + x + c0Þ �

h
ðKd + x+ c0Þ2 � 4$x$c0

i1 =

2
�
+Rns

where Kd is the sodium dissociation constant, c0 the known total receptor concentration and x the total sodium concentration. The

term Rns is added to account for the contribution from non-specific binding to the relaxation rates (binding to any non-saturable site

such as to the NMR tube walls). In the present work, the curves R2-R1 versus x were fitted with this equation using an in house soft-

ware, GOSA,29 with k, Kd andRns as adjustable parameters. It allowed to extract a reliable Kd value, as long as this value liedwithin the

sodium concentrations range of the titration (typically for Kd values comprised between 10 and 100 mM).
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Sodium non-specific binding
Although one can reproducibly and accurately measure R1 and R2, a major concern is the possible contribution of non-specific bind-

ing to the relaxation rates. Typical values for the binding constant of sodium to neutral lipid bilayers are around 1 M�1.30–33 However,

one should also consider Gouy-Chapman electrostatic accumulation at the surface of negatively charged membranes. Maity et al.32

found that, while having an intrinsic affinity around 1 M�1, sodium ions significantly accumulate at the surface of 4/1 POPC-POPG

bilayers at low ionic strength (200 mM for 10 mM in the bulk), giving an apparent Kd of 50 mM. This value closely approaches the

ones that have been reported for GPCR sodium binding sites. Furthermore, such a binding may occur with negatively charged lipid

nanodiscs, as those used in the present work, or with the detergent micelles that are typically used to solubilize GPCRs (DDM-CHS or

LMNG-CHS), as CHS (cholesterol hemi-succinate) is negatively charged at neutral pH.

We first investigated the apparent binding of sodium in the presence of DDM-CHSmicelles and observed a drastic increase in R2 at

low sodium concentration (Figure S1). It highlighted an important contribution from interactions with the surface of the micelles. This

curve could not be fitted by a single site binding isotherm because Gouy-Chapman accumulation is largely responsible for sodium

binding. This result was further confirmed by adding 150 mM of KCl to the solution, which completely abolished the changes in R2

through an increase of the ionic strength of the solution (Figure S1A). The addition of 10 mM MgCl2 produced a similar result.

We then aimed to suppress this non-specific contribution to reliably measure sodium binding to GHSR in lipid nanodiscs contain-

ing negatively charged lipids. The obviousway is to increase the ionic strength of the buffer. Although 150mMKCl could be an option,

we observed that potassium at high concentration partially competes with sodium binding to GHSR. Therefore, as stated in the result

section, we chose to use tri-ethyl ammonium (buffer with 100mMHEPES-TEA pH 7.4 and H2O/D20 91/9). Using
23Na NMR, we could

estimate the amount of residual sodium in the TEA buffer by plotting the intensity of the sodium peak as a function of NaCl concen-

tration. The value thus obtained was below 1mM. Under such conditions, we were able to minimize the effect of binding to the empty

nanodiscs to a negligeable level. Namely, for 10mMNaCl, we obtained R2-R1 = 0.3 Hz (R1 = 28.2 Hz, R2 = 28.5 Hz) with 7.1 mMempty

nanodiscs, in contrast to R2-R1 = 8.6 Hz (R1 = 28.7 Hz, R2 = 37.3 Hz) with �10 mM GHSR-containing nanodiscs.

The receptor itself may display patches of negatively charged amino-acids such as aspartates and glutamates at its surface. Bind-

ing of sodium to these residues was also described to occur with an affinity value in the M�1 range.34 In order to check whether this

could also contribute to non-specific binding and affect sodium relaxation, wemeasured sodium relaxation in the presence of bovine

serum albumin (BSA) (Figure S1C). This 66 kDa protein is highly negatively charged (pI = 4.7), with an excess of 30–40 negative

charges at neutral pH. Surprisingly, we observed that BSA had little effect on sodium R2 relaxation rates. It is possible that the sig-

nificant increase in R2 does not result from electrostatic accumulation only but also involves the simultaneous coordination of sodium

ions by several carboxylates. This may occur on a micelle surface more efficiently than with BSA because the CHS carboxylates are

free to move laterally and to cluster around sodium ions, thus creating an ion coordination site.

Molecular dynamics
The ghrelin receptor was retrieved from its available X-ray structure describing an antagonist-bound state (PDB: 6KO5)13 and sub-

mitted to MD simulations using GROMACS v.2020.427 under the CHARMM36m force field.35 The native sequence of GHSR was

used, replacing K1303.39 and Q188 in the structure with a threonine and an asparagine, respectively. The missing segment G293-

I3007.30 (EL3) was built with MODELLER v9.1936 and the final GHSR model was chosen by selecting the one with the best DOPE

score among 100 models generated. The system was built with the CHARMM-GUI web-server37 by embedding the receptor in a

membrane of 80x80 Å2 composed of POPC and POPG in percentages of 80 and 20, respectively. The system was solvated, neutral-

ized and then NaCl was added until reaching a concentration of 0.15M. Equilibration was performed in an NVT ensemble followed by

an NPT ensemble at 300 K and 1 bar using the Berendsen weak-coupling thermostat and barostat.38 The membrane was submitted

to a gradual decreasing position restraints protocol until reaching zero, according to the CHARMM-GUI protocol.39 During these

steps, the backbone and sidechain atoms of GHSR were restrained with a force constant of 1000 and 500 kJ.mol�1.nm�2, respec-

tively. Then three further steps of 1 ns each were added to reduce these position restraints until zero, while the lipids were free to

accommodate around the receptor. Non-bonded interactions were calculated up to 10 Å with a switching-force function acting in

the range of 10–12 Å. Long-range electrostatic interactions were treated within a 12 Å cut-off with the particle-mesh Ewald (PME)

method.40 The production phase was run in the NPT ensemble over 1 ms with a time-step of 2 fs using the Nose-Hoover thermo-

stat41,42 and Parrinello-Rahman barostat.43 Five independent simulations were run to verify reproducibility. Data were collected every

50 ps. Analyses were performed using homemade scripts implemented in VMD.25 The same protocol was employed for the simu-

lations of the dopamine D2 receptor (PDB: 6VMS),44 removing all other proteins or small molecules and adding C443 lipidation prior

to build the system. Molecular dynamics data are freely available at https://mycore.core-cloud.net/index.php/s/cRUxvdjvCn4O5I6.

Functional assays
Ligand-binding assays were performed using fluorescence energy transfer with the purified receptor labeled at its N-terminus with

Lumi-4 Tb NHS and a dy647-labeled ghrelin peptide.24 After a 30-minute incubation of the receptor with different labeled ghrelin con-

centrations at 15�C, fluorescence emission spectra were recorded at the same temperature between 400 and 600 nm (Cary Eclipse

spectrofluorimeter, Varian) with excitation at 346 or 488 nm. For GTP turnover assays, the receptor (200 nM) was first incubated with

the isolated G protein (500 nM) and, when applicable, the ligand (10 mM) for 30 minutes in a 25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM

MgCl2, pH 7.5 buffer containing either 250 mM NaCl or 250 mM TEA-Cl. GTP turnover was then started by adding GTP (1 mM)
12 Cell Reports 42, 112320, April 25, 2023
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and the remaining amount was assessed after 40 minutes incubation at room temperature using the GTP-Glo assay (Promega).20

Bimane labeling and fluorescence experiments
Monobromobimane was introduced in a cysmin mutant of GHSRwith a single reactive cysteine at position 2556.27. The receptor was

first incubated in the dark with a 1.5 molar excess in monobromobimane at 4�C for 16 h.20 Unreacted dye was removed by extensive

dialysis against a buffer 25 mM HEPES, 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 7.5 containing either 250 mM NaCl or 250 mM TEA-Cl. Fluorescence

experiments were performed on aCary Eclipse fluorimeter (Varian) with a pulsed Xe-Lamp. For each scan, the receptor concentration

was 5 mM, lexc was set at 380 nm, the excitation and emission bandpass set at 5 nm, and emission measured between 410 nm and

520 nm. All experiments were performed at 20�C. Fluorescence intensity was corrected for any dilution effect and normalized to the

emission of the apo receptor in the presence of sodium.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

As stated in the legends of the corresponding figures, data are presented as mean ± SD of three experiments. All analysis steps,

including the sample size, were decided before looking at the data. No data was removed from the analysis.
Cell Reports 42, 112320, April 25, 2023 13
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